Architectural hinges
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UL634 Listed
Not available 3PB1, 3SP1, and 5PB1 models
Not available on 3.5 x 3.5 and 4X4 size hinges
Not available with security stud (SH) option
Packaged one hinge per box with standard wood and
machine screws
Hinge is NRP as a standard
High quality brass ferrules and plastic tubing protect the wires
Through-wire hinges cycle tested to ensure durability
Special wire gauge, number, and color configurations
available, contact factory

Flush bolts & coordinators
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Latches, catches & bolts






UL634 Listed
Not available 3PB1, 3SP1, and 5PB1 models
Not available on 3.5 x 3.5 size hinges
Not available with security stud (SH) option
Packaged one hinge per box with standard wood and
machine screws
Hinge is NRP as a standard
High quality brass ferrules and plastic tubing protect the wires
Through-wire hinges cycle tested to ensure durability
Special wire gauge, number, and color configurations
available, contact factory
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Provides door position monitoring. Monitor is rated 30 volts
AC/DC at 0.5 amp. Fully compatible with through-wire hinges
with 4 wire(TW4M) and 8 wire (TW8M) installations. Available
CON option comes with the Allegion Connect 8-pin Connector
which makes it easy to connect to other electrical consumption
devices.

Pulls & plates

Provides electric power transfer from
the frame to the door in order to
supply power to an electrified mortise
or cylindrical locks, exit devices with
electric latch retraction, and/or electric
strikes (pairs of doors). Throughwire is rated 50 volts AC/DC at 3.5
amp continuous and 16 amp pulse.
Maximum pulse 400 milliseconds. Ives
through-wire hinges are fully compatible with 4 wire(TW4) and
8 wire (TW8) installations. Available CON option comes with
the Allegion Connect 8-pin Connector which makes it easy to
connect to other electrical consumption devices.

Electrical Monitor (MON, TW4M,TW8M)
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Electrical through-wire
(TW4 and TW8)

Hinges & pivots

General information - electrification options
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Stops
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Exterior hardware
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Miscellaneous hardware

Ives Architectural hardware products
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